### WATCH DISPLAY

| A | START/STOP CHRONO BUTTON |
| B | CROWN |
| C | 24 HOUR DIAL |
| D | RESET CHRONO BUTTON |
| E | DATE WINDOW |
| F | WATCH SECONDS DIAL |
| G | CHRONO SECONDS COUNTER |
| H | CHRONOGRAPH MINUTE DIAL |

### TIMESETTING

1. Locate the crown (part B) on your Stauer watch. Please note the three crown positions (0-1-2) in the diagram.

2. **To Set the Time:** Pull the crown (part B) out to position “2” and rotate clockwise (away from you) to move watch hands to proper time selection. Once time is set, push crown back into original “0” (zero) position. The small second hand (part F) will begin to run.

3. **To Set the Date Dial (part E):** Pull the crown (part B) out to the “1” position and rotate the crown clockwise (away from you) for proper date selection.

   - The date should not be adjusted between approximately 9pm and 01:00am.

### CHRONOGRAPH

**USING THE CHRONOGRAPH**

This chronograph is able to measure and display time in 1/100 second up to a maximum of 59 minutes and 59 seconds.

Measuring the time with the chronograph:

1. The chronograph can be started and stopped each time the Start/Stop button (part A) is pressed.

2. Pressing the Reset Chrono button (part D) resets the chronograph and the chronograph second hand (part G) and chronograph minute hand (part H) will return to the zero position.

### CHRONOGRAPH RESET

**CHRONOGRAPH RESET (INCL. AFTER REPLACING BATTERY)**

Chronograph Reset (includes after replacing the battery) This procedure should be performed when the chronograph second hand does not return to zero position after the chronograph has been reset and after the battery has been replaced.

1. Pull the crown (part B) out to position 2.
2. Press the Start/Stop button (part A) to set the chronograph second hand to the zero position. The chronograph hand can be advanced rapidly by continuously pressing the Start/Stop button (part A).
3. Once the hand has been set to the zero position, return the crown to the normal position.

### FEATURES

- Precision quartz chronograph movement
- Stainless steel case and back
- Cotswold™ mineral crystal
- Luminous hands
- Calendar window
- Genuine leather strap with steel buckle
- Water resistant to 3 ATM

Do not push the crown to the normal position while the chronograph second hand returns to the zero position. It stops on the way when the crown is returned to the normal position and its position is recognized as the zero position.